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The scattering of an intense electromagnetic wave by the fluctuations of a free liquid surface is con
sidered. In contrast with the ordinary theory of spontaneous scattering of light, the nonlinear field 
action at the interface due to ponderomotive forces is taken into account. At sufficiently high intensi
ties this action causes an appreciable change in the spectrum of thermal capillary waves that deter
mine the scattering of light at the surface of a liquid. An expression for the spectral intensity of the 
scattered light is obtained for any direction of scattering. Numerical results are given. 

1. Light passing through the interface of two media is 
scattered by the fluctuating deviations of the interface 
from the equilibrium shape. The spontaneous scattering 
of light by the liquid surface has long been known u, 2 J 
although the spectral intensity of the scattered light was 
measured only recentlyl3 ' 4 l. The main contribution to 
this scattering comes from thermal capillary waves 
which determine the fluctuations of the free surface of 
an incompressible liquid. The reverse effect of the 
electromagnetic field on the interface does not exist in 
spontaneous scattering of light. However, at sufficiently 
high intensities of incident radiation the nonlinear field 
effect becomes significant. This effect was considered 
previously by the authors lsJ for the case of capillary 
waves that determine the scattering of light in the plane 
of incidence of the initial monochromatic radiation. 

In the present work we obtained the spectrum of 
scattered light for all directions taking into account its 
dependence on the intensity of the incident radiation. In 
Sec. 2 the solution of the electrodynamic boundary prob
lem for a given shape of the liquid surface is used to 
find the relation between the field intensity of the scat
tered wave and the deviation of the liquid surface from 
plane. The obtained formulas are used in Sec. 3 to de
termine the nonlinear effect of the field at the interface 
responsible for changing the natural frequencies of the 
capillary waves. In Sec. 4 an expression is obtained for 
the spectral intensity of the scattered light in terms of 
correlation factors of the displacement of the liquid sur
face, computed on the basis of nonequilibrium thermo
dynamics. 

2. Let a plane monochromatic wave with amplitude 
Eo, frequency wo, and wave vector k<0 > fall from free 
space (Eo = J.Lo = 1) on a surface of a liquid with dielec
tric permittivity E > 1 and magnetic permeability J.L = 1. 
In the absence of fluctuations the liquid surface is the 

E' = Re {E0 exp (i(k<"lR- illot)] + E1 exp (i(k1R- illot)]} + E<1>(R, t), 

plane z = 0 deviations from which t(r, t) are considered 
small: ltk<0 >1 « 1. The boundary problem is postulated 
at the interface z = t without allowing for relativistic 
corrections and its solution is sought in the form 

E = Re {E• exp (i(k2R- illot)]} + E<2>(R, t), 

R = {x, y, z}, k<0> = {kax, 0, -k,}, k1 = {kox, 0, k,}, 

( illo2 )';, 
k2 = {k..,, 0, -k,'}, k, = --;;2- kox2 , (1) 

where E' and E are electric field intensities in free 
space and in liquid respectively. The amplitudes of the 
reflected E1 and transmitted E 2 fields are determined by 
Fresnel formulas for a plane interface z = 0, while the 
fields E <1 > and E <2 > are due to the fluctuations and in the 
present approximation are linear in t. 

If the initial wave polarization is perpendicular to the 
plane of incidence (x, z), the continuity of the tangential 
component of the electric field intensity implies the con
tinuity of the x, y components of the scattered wave 
field: 

Eji> (k, ill)= E\2> (k, ill), j = x, y, (2) 

where E ~n> (k, w) (n = 1, 2) are the coefficients of expan-
sion J 

"""" E<n>(R, t) = Re ~ dk S dw E<n>(k, w)exp(i(kr- (- 1)n k~n)z- wt)], 

(2) ( w• )''• k, = e.--k2 
c• ' 

r = {x, y}, k = {k,, ky}. (3) 

The continuity of the magnetic field intensity means that 
curl (E'- E) = 0 for z = t. For Em>(k, w) this yields 

i(k<1lE!1l(k, w)]- i(k<2lE<">(k, w)] (4)* 
= ~(k- ko, w- wo){k,[k<0>Eo] - k,[k1Et] - k,'[k2E2]}, 

where t(q, n) are Fourier transforms of the surface dis
placements 

~(r, t) = ~ dq dQ ei(qr-!lt) ~(q, Q), 

k<1l = {kx, ky, k~1)}, k<2) = {kx, ky, -k?\ ko = {kox, 0}. 

Solving (2) and (4) together with the transversal con
dition we obtain 

E~n)(k, w)= iE2yG(k)~(k- ko, w- wo), 

E(n) k ) _ kxky E(n) 
x ( '(() - - k;1lk;2) + kxt y (k, (())' 

(1, 2) k<"' 1) E(n) (k ) 
E (k w)- + ' Y ,w 

1 
' - T<;'>k;2) + kx2 

G k _ wo2 (e -1)[k~1l k'fl + k,Z] 
( ) - c2 [k<1l + k<•l] [k(f>k<"> + k2) · 

z z z z 

(5) 

Similar formulas but without allowance for dispersion 
were obtained in the early papers on the theory of spon
taneous scattering of light on liquid surface l2 J . 
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3. Considering the scattering of light on a liquid sur
face, the latter can be regarded as incompressible with 
good approximation because the main effect is due to the 
presence of a fluctuating interface with a sharp change 
of optical thickness. Experimental results in spontane
ous scattering confirm this assumption l3 • 4 J. 

Hydrodynamic equations for a viscous incompressi
ble liquid taking ponderomotive forces into account have 
the following form: 

fJv 'Y_E_' iJe V E2 

-=vLlv- ---- divv=O, ot p op Sn ' 
(6) 

where p, p', v, and v are the density, pressure, velocity, 
and coefficient of viscosity respectively. The action of 
the field on the medium is considered henceforth in a 
"quasi- stationary" approximation (see l6 l for example), 
i.e., relativistic conditions are neglected. 

The boundary conditions at the liquid surface are ob
tained by the usual method from 

(7) 

where n = {-atjax, -at;jay, 1} is the unit vector normal 
to the surface ?;(r, t) and aik and aik represent the stress 
tensor, taking electromagnetic field into account, in 
liquid and in free space (see for examplel6, 7l). In this 
case the explicit form of (7) is 

[ , E2 ( iJe )] ( ovx ov,) n, p +- e-p--1 -11 ~~ -+- =0, 
t:.n iJp i)z ox 

ny [ p' + :: ( 1 - e - p :; ) J + 
Ey ' ( OVy ov,) + 4n (E, - eE,)- 11 a;:+ -0y = O, 

, E' ( o£ ) ov, 
p +- E- p-- 1 + 211 - + aL'!~ = 0, 

Sn op iJz 
11=pv, (8) 

where a is the coefficient of surface tension. The term 
containing only quadratic combinations of ?; are neglec
ted here. 

In the case of incompressible liquid pressure can be 
redefined in such a way as to eliminate the explicit 
field-dependence of the volumetric eqs. (6). As a result 
we have 

, E<~> ( iJe ) oe E<~> 
p = p - Sn e - p iJp- 1 - p iJp Sn (9) 

and (6) and (8) are replaced by 

iJv lip 
-= vl'!v---, divv= 0; 
fit p 

(10) 

OVx iJv, 
a;+ a; =0, 

E(ol Ey ( iJvy iJv, ) 
nv(i-e)-;,~~+--;:-:;(E,'-eE,)-11 -+--::-- =0, 

~-· ~... iJz ay 

e- 1 2 iJv, 
P + ·-8:;- E(t) - 211 i)z + aL'!\; = 0. (11) 

The indices (0) and (1) denote that only terms that are 
constant or linear with respect to ?; respectively are re
tained in the expansion of E 2 in powers of surface dis
placement. 

Thus we arrive at the usual problem of capillary 
wavesl?J, but with different boundary conditions. There
fore the natural frequencies of the capillary waves that 
can be expected in the solution of this problem are dif
ferent from those obtainable in the case of zero field. 

For the Fourier transforms of velocity and pressure 
we have 

~ = (2n) -J S dr dt e-i(or-!lt) v (R, t), 

p = (2n)-3 ) dr dt e-i(qr-<lt) p (R, t), 

. iJ\; 
\:=at= Vzlz~o (12) 

and the boundary conditions (11) assume the form 

avx 
a~ + iqx iJ, = 0, 

2dqyEo2v, + Q11 (a;; + iqy v,) = o, 
i)iJ 

-iQ[l+(2iDEo2 - aq2 )iJ, + 2iQ11-' = 0, (13) 
iJz 

where the dimensionless constants D and d are found 
from (5): 

(e -1)k,' . 
D= Snq(k,+kz')' {G(ko+q)-G(ko-q)}, 

k,2 { 1 } 
d= 4n(k,+kz')' e-1-2[g(ko+q)+g(ko-q)]' 

k<'l+ k(l) 
(k)-· ' .e' G(k) (14) 

g - k(!)k(~) + kx2 ' 

Only the terms with capillary wave frequencies n are 
retained in (13), i.e., quantities of the type v(n) for 
U ~ Wo are dropped, 

Since the scattering of light on the surface causes a 
small variation of frequency lw - wol « wo, the quanti
ties k~nl in (14) are computed for w = Wo. 

The dependence of v and p on z is determined from 
(10): 

iJ; = A;emz + Cq;eqz, j =X, y, 

i 
iJ, =-- (qxAx + qyAy)emz- iCqe•', 

m 

p = CpQeqz, m = (q'- iQ /v)'l•. (15) 

A homogeneous system of equations is obtained from 
(13) for the constants Aj and C. Equating the determin
ant of this system to zero we find the characteristic 
equation having the following form in the approximation 
of weak damping 2vq2 « n: 

' a . qu' . q' gz --r 41vq2Q- -q3+ 2d-- E02 + 2iD-E02 = 0. (16) 
p p p 

Since our solution concerned a problem linearized with 
respect to ?; , Eq. (16) coincides with the dispersion equa
tion for the natural capillary wave frequencies when the 
solution is written in the form 

\; = s dqe-i(qr-Ot) Sq 

with the complex trequency n depending on the wave 
vector q. From (16) we have 

Q1 = fJo + ,t,- i(y,- y,), Q, = -Qo-1'!- i(y, +Yz), 

L'>=-d!!_~!•', y1 =2vq2, y2 =-Dq;::;' Q=(at)"'.(17) 

The shift of the real part of the natural frequencies 
is small in the weak damping approximation, 2vq2 << no. 
At the same time the capillary wave damping determined 
by the imaginary part of n can vary significantly within 
the limits of reasonable assumptions about the magnitude 
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of the incident field. If I Y2 I > y1 the damping of capillary 
waves that satisfy this relation changes sign, and the 
equations of the intermediate waves have solutions that 
increase in time. This fact was noted in rsJ for those 
capillary waves whose wave vector lies in the plane of 
incidence of the light beam. It follows from (14) and (17) 
that in the general case the change of sign of damping is 
possible only when koq > 0 for n = n2, and when koq < 0 
for n = !21 and that the corresponding threshold value of 
the incident electromagnetic wave intensity is deter
mined by the expression 

Io = 2cT]qQo(kz + kz') 2 ( 18) 
(e -1)k,"[G(k0 + <J)- G(ko- q)] 

In this work we consider only the case when the incident 
light intensity I is less than the threshold value, I < I0 • 

4. In the presence of field action on the medium, the 
latter generally speaking cannot be considered in equil
ibrium. However in our case when only the low-fre
quency ( ~n) component of the nonlinear field-medium 
interaction is taken into account, we can assume that the 
medium is in equilibrium and the interaction merely 
varies its parameters. The spectral intensity of the 
scattered light is then determined by the level of equili
brium thermal fluctuations of such a modified system 
and can be expressed by the correlation function of the 
liquid surface displacement. 

In view of the stationary and spatially homogeneous 
nature of the problem (in the x, y plane) the correlation 
factors of t(q, n) and 

\;q(t) = ~ dQ e-iot \;(q, Q) 

are related by 

((;(q, t)(;"(q', t')) = 6(q- q')fq(t- t'), (19) 
((;(q, Q)(;" (q', Q')) = 6(q- q')ll(Q- Q')f(q, Q), 

1-
/(q, Q) = Zn J= dt eWt jq (t), 

where angle brackets denote statistical averaging. The 
spectral intensity of the scattered light is determined 
by bilinear combinations of the quantities.E!lll (k, w) 
which from (5) and (19) can be expressed inJterms of 
f(q, n). As a result we obtain a spectral expansion for 
the scattered light intensity (for z > 0): 

~ 

I= ) dk ~ dwl(k, w), (20) 
0 

ciEzl' 
/(k,w)= --. -, -[f(k-k0,w-w0)+/(-k+k0,-w+wo)]Z(k), 

1un (21) 

z k _ wo'(e-1) 2 {[k;l)k;2>+kx2J'+ku2 [(k;2>)'+kx']} 
( ) - c' [k~> + k;2>]2 [k;1 1k~i + k']' 

(22) 

Rapidly oscillating terms ( ~ exp (± 2iwot)) and those con
taining f(q, n) for w >> no are neglected here. The inten
sity of light scattered into the solid angle dcpde within 
the frequency interval dw is given by 

w' 
dl = Zc' I (k, w) sin 20 dqJ dO dw, (23 ) 

kx =~sinO cos <p, ky = ~sin 8 sin <p. 
c c 

To compute f(q, n) we use the well known method r81 

based on Onsager's postulate that the time-dependent 
evolution of fluctuations can be determined from an 
equation for average values. The solution of macro-

scopic equations (11) for tq(t), given initial conditions 
tq(O) and iq(O) has the form 

1 {( . . \;,(t) = --- Q1 e-tO,t- Q2e-tO,I)(;q(0) 
Q,-Q, 

+ i(e-ia,t _ e-m•')\;q(O)}. (24) 

T.he simultaneous correlation factors (tq(O)tq'(O)) and 
(tq(O)tq'(O)) that are necessary to determine f(q, n) are 
computed from Maxwell-Boltzman distribution for capil
lary waves (see alsoU 1). The result has the form 

((; (0)(; .'(0)) = ll(q-q')k1' 
q q (2n) 2 aq2 

<~q (0)\;q,' (0)) = 0. (25) 

We finally obtain from (24) and (25) 

k1'(2n)-2 . 
fq(t)= {Q,e-m,t- Q,e-i0 •1}, t > 0, (26) 

aq'(Q,- Qz) 

f(q,Q)=k1'(2n)-'{ y,(2Qo-Q)-vz~~--- ...~- v!(2Qo+Q)+vzQo } 
aq'Qo (Q- Qo) 2 + (Vt- Vz) 2 (Q + Qo) 2 +(Vi+ Vz) 2 

(27) 
Thus it follows from (21) and (27) that the spectrum 

of emission scattered in each direction contains the 
Stokes and anti-Stokes components that are shifted by 
±!20 relative to the incident light frequency wo. The 
spectral width of these maxima is determined by the 
quantities Y1 ± Y2 and depends on the intensity of the in
cident light. One of the maxima is sharply narrowed 
when lrzl - y1. In the case of lkxl < lk0xl the Stokes 
component narrows down and when lkxl > lk0xl the anti
Stokes component narrows down. 

From the viewpoint of experimental observation of 
light scattering on liquid surface fluctuations the most 
desirable seems to be the case when the direction of 
scattering is close to that of specularly reflected beam 
Jql « ko. The expression for capillary wave damping 
correction, y2, is in this case reduced with the aid of 
(14) and (17) to the form 

(28) 

When scattering is observed in the plane of incidence 
at an angle of 10-2 to the direction of regularly reflected 
beam (q ~ 103 cm-1, n ~ 10 5 sec-1), and given an angle 
of incidence of rr/6 and liquid parameters 7J = 7 
x 10-4 poise and E = 1. 7, Eq. (28) yields the value 
I ~ 108 wjcm2 for the critical power of incident radia
tion at which the observation of significant change in the 
spectrum of the scattered light (y2 ~ y1) is possible. 
Such intensities can be readily obtained from existing 
sources of coherent monochromatic radiation. However 
the analysis of the stationary regime is based on the as
sumption of a sufficiently long pulse T, since in any case 
T » n;/ ~ 10- 5 sec. This limitation becomes less rigid 
(T » 10-7 sec) when the angle of deviation of the scat
tered beam from the direction of specular reflection is 
large. 

The authors thank V. N. Lugovo'l and V. P. Makarov 
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